The stability of atomic intercalated boron nitride K4 crystal structures, XBN (X=H, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb or Sr) is evaluated by the geometric optimization and frozen phonon calculations based on the first principles calculations. NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN are found to be stable. NaBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN are metallic, whereas MgBN is semiconducting.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the study of crystal structure by Wells 1 , Sunada discovered the 3-D periodic net structure, called a K 4 crystal, from the graph theory 2 . Interestingly, the K 4 crystal is believed to have three bonds per atom, similar to graphite. Therefore, the crystal structure can be believed to have features intermediate between those of diamond and graphite. However, its existence and properties were not investigated in detail.
Subsequently, Rignanese and Charlier 3 , and Itoh et al. 4 investigated its stability and electronic properties by first principles calculations based on the density functional theory 5 . However, phonon calculations 6, 7 showed that this possibility is very small. Although the K 4 type crystal structure is thermally unstable, its crystal frame is found to be thermally stable when distorted by doping impurities such as Na or Mg 7 .
Can other K 4 type crystal structure be found in nature ? Mathematically, the K 4 crystal structure can be constructed by two different types of elements, as shown by Kotani et al 8 . The BN system is the simplest example.
Crystalline BN is a fascinating material because of its high thermal conductivity, extreme hardness, high melting temperature and wide band gap. In contrast to diamond, BN does not react with iron and steel, making it a promising candidate for coating high duty toolsets.
As in the recent situation regarding the carbon and atomic intercalated carbon systems, the stability and properties K 4 crystal for boron nitride and atomic intercalated boron nitride systems have not been investigated. Such investigation will provide valuable knowledge about the system stability and properties.
This study examines the structural stability as well as several properties of BN and XBN (X = H, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb or Sr) crystals with a K 4 type BN frame by first principles calculations.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
First principles calculations based on density functional theory 5, 9 were performed for BN and XBN crystals with K 4 type of frame using the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) 10 . Local density approximation (LDA) 11, 12 is used for the exchange-correlation energy functional. In these calculations, all the crystals are considered as spin-un polarized systems.
Computational costs were reduced by employing the projector-augmented wave method 13 to approximate nucleus, inner core electrons and valence electrons in each atom of the crystal. For H, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb and Sr, valence electrons of 1s The following procedure is adopted to evaluate the stability of the XBN K 4 crystal structure.
(1) An original primitive unit cell for the BN K 4 crystal is shown in Figure 1 (a). Four X atoms (X = H, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb or Sr) are allocated to reduced coordinates (
8 ) in the primitive unit cell. The primitive unit cell of XBN with P 2 1 3 (T 4 ) symmetry is shown in Fig. 1(b) . The symmetric plane of the atomic intercalated system is shown in Fig. 1(c) . As Fig. 1(d) shows, three adjacent atoms (red) are aligned on a straight line at equal distances (B-X and X-N (B A -X and X-N A shown in Fig. 1(e)) ).
(2) The binding energy vs volume curve is evaluated and fitted by Murnaghan's equation of state 14 . For these calculations, Brillouin zone integration is performed for 8×8×8 k -point meshes generated by the Monkhorst-Pack scheme. The method of residual minimization/direct inversion in the iterative subspace is used to accelerate the convergence of self-consistent total energy calculations. The convergence criterion was set to be within 1 ×10 −8 eV/formula unit cell. The cut-off energy for the plane-wave expansion of valence electrons for the primitive unit cell was determined, so as the number of plane waves to be constant over the full range of lattice constant. Around the minimum of binding energy vs. volume curve. The cut off energies were set to be 500 eV for BN and XBN crystals. (3) The unit cells obtained from step (2) are optimized with freedom of the atomic configuration under the symmetry constraint.
(4) The unit cells obtained from step (3) are optimized without any constraint in the crystal structure. The convergence criterion for step (2-4) was set to be within 1 ×10 −7 eV/Å unit cell. (5) Frozen phonon calculations are perfomed using the FROPHO code 15 which is based on the Parlinski-LiKawazoe method 16 . To obtain the force constants for the phonon calculations, the atomic displacements are set to be 0.01Å . The Born -von Karman boundary condition is applied for each obtained primitive unit cell with multiplication after step (3) and (4) for the phonon calculation. In these calculations, the primitive cells are multiplied by two for each direction of the unit vector.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the present study, most of the crystal structures with a K 4 type frame considered for BN and XBN systems maintain the K 4 type crystal frame composed of B and N atoms with distortion through the entire process of geometrical optimization. However, SiBN, GeBN and RbBN are transformed to stacked BN decagonal ringlayer crystal structures with Si, Ge and B-N-B-N-B-N strip crystal structures with Rb, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 . In all other cases, the crystal symmetry is maintained within an accuracy of less than 0.001Å . The lattice constant (a), volume at lattice constant (V 0 ), cohesive energy per atom (E coh ) and bulk modulus at V 0 (B 0 ) are evaluated for the fully optimized structure. In this study, E coh for XBN, E coh,XBN , is defined as
Here, E A and N A are the total energy and number of atoms for A, respectively. To obtain these values, Murnaghan's equation of state is used to fit the binding energy vs. volume curve. Parameters in the equation are determined using the least squares method in the range of about 0.8V 0 < V < 1.2V 0 , where the root mean square is set to be less than 5.0 meV/atom. The obtained values of a, V 0 , E coh and B 0 for the crystals are shown in Fig.  3(a) . In XBN, the values of a and V 0 increase with increasing atomic number of X. Generally, the values of a for XBN crystals are larger than that of boron nitride K 4 . The boron nitride K 4 frames are mostly expanded by intercalating X to the boron nitride system. However, the values of V 0 for X = H, Li, .., S, are smaller than that of boron nitride K 4 whereas those for X = Cl, .., Sr are larger. This is because boron nitride K 4 has sufficiently wide vacant spaces that are filled by X atoms, and the spaces occupied by X atoms becomes larger with increasing atomic number of X.
On the other hand, E coh decreases with increasing period of X. E coh is strongly negatively correlated with a and V 0 , as shown in the correlation coefficients: r a−E coh = -0.770 and r V0−E coh = -0.769. The E coh values of XBN are smaller than boron nitride K 4 values. These results suggest that the X-B and X-N bonds in XBN crystals are weaker than the B-N bonds in the boron nitride K 4 crystal. For each period of X in XBN, E coh generally shows the largest values for IIIB(IVB) elements of X and the smallest values for IA or VIIB. The maximum energy gain for X = IIIB(IVB) can be explained by completion or over completion of the electronic shell in the X, B and N atoms composing the K 4 type frame of XBN crystals. Subsequently, no correlation appears between E coh and the dynamical stability.
Like E coh , B 0 also decreases with increasing period of X. B 0 and E coh are strongly correlated, as shown in the correlation coefficient: r E coh −B0 = 0.837. B 0 values in XBN are generally smaller than that of BN.
The trend of each physical value is qualitatively the same as in XC 2 systems 7 . However, the correlation coefficients for a, V 0 , E coh and B 0 in XBN show slightly smaller absolute values than those of XC 2 systems: r a−E coh = -0.792, r V0−E coh = -0.796 and r E coh −B0 = 0.848. This suggests that the properties of XBN systems can be understood by our knowledge of XC 2 systems.
To better understand the correlation between stability and structure, the nearest-neighbour distances and angles between different atoms specified in Figure. 1 Surprisingly, the relative position of X in the crystal is maintained, yielding r a−dX−X = 0.999. That is, d X-X determines the volume of the crystal. Therefore, d X-X can be considered as a standard distance in XBN systems. To emphasise the similarity of the structures, the various distance ratios of the nearest-neighbour distances to the d X-X are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b).
As Figure Here, the unequal atomic distances between X and B atoms and X and N atoms
It is apparent that the correlations of d X-B and d X-N with a and E coh result from the cor- As Table III in the Appendix shows, for each third and forth period with increasing atomic number of X, the dihedral angle ∠ B-N-B-N decreases up to X = IVB and then increases. For each period, the dihedral angle becomes minimum at X = IVB, which breaks the K 4 type frame structure. The distinct difference between X = IA and IIA and the other X atoms found in XC 2 systems with X of the third, forth(fifth) periods in the periodic table 7 are not found in XBN systems. Note the exceptional features of BeBN in the distance and angle trends. Apparently, this results from the higher complexity of the bonds formed in XBN systems relative to those of XC 2 systems. However, the relative atomic configurations of XBN systems can be considered to have some deviation from XC 2 on the basis of a comparison between the normalized distances shown in Fig. 2(c) in ref. 7 and Figs. 4(a) and (b). In Figure 5 , the phonon density of states(DOS) without step (4) for BN and XBN (X = H, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb or Sr), with K 4 type frame of B and N, are depicted. In general, the bandwidth of XBN depends on the period of X, which is the narrowest in third period. Thus, the inter-atomic distances approximately determine the vibrational frequency range in these crystals. As shown in the figure, imaginary frequency modes rarely appear in NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN.
For the obtained structures in BN, NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN after step (4), the DOS and dispersion relationship are also evaluated. As Fig. 6 shows, the phonon DOS for the fully optimized structures of other XBN crystals show almost the same shapes as those of the optimized structures from step (3). Therefore, as in the previous study 7 , the discussion in the previous paragraph is expected to be significant, and omitting step (4) is effective for reducing the computational cost. However, exceptional cases such as SiBN, GeBN and RbBN exist, as shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 6 shows that boron nitride K 4 has imaginary frequency modes at a wide range of k points. This suggests a short life-span of the boron nitride K 4 in nature, similar to carbon K 4 6,7 . On the other hand, although NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN have imaginary frequencies in the acoustic modes around the Γ point, no imaginary modes appear at the other k points. This suggests that the structures are stable, although they break against phonon vibration with a long wavelength limit. From previous calculations for XC 2 and SrSi 2 7 , the stable existence of NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN K 4 type crystals in nature is expected although maximum values of E coh are not realized for the considered XBN crystals.
From the maximum frequencies obtained for BN diamond (1300 cm −117 ) and graphite (1600 cm −117 ), the orders of the B-N chemical bonds in XBN are considered as at most 1. Therefore, the orders are expected to be less than 1 for NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN crystals. The feature of the chemical bonds and the stability of K 4 systems are analyzed by examining the valence charge distribution. Figure 7 shows the various type of distribution in the primitive unit cells for fully optimized BN, NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN crystals with a distorted K 4 type BN frame. Fig. 7(a) details the planes selected to show the distributions of the quantities noted in Figs. 7(c), (e) and (g). In Figs. 7(c) and (e), the high and low populations are neglected for better comparison.
Figures 7(b) and (c) show the isosurface and contour of charge density. Apparently the valence charge is locally distributed along the lines between adjacent B and N atoms for the considered systems. The charge is localized more to the N atoms than B atoms because of the electronegativity difference. These features are also indicated in the zinc blende BN crystals 18 . Although significant charge accumulation is shown for X in FBN and ClBN, the difference in the charge distribution between BN and XBN is not so large in the BN K 4 frame.
Figures 7(d) and (e) show the differences between the valence charge density of the crystals (ex. ρ N aBN (r)) and their separated components: the induced impurities (ex. ρ N a (r)) and the frame (ex. ρ BN (r)). Let us examine the distribution around the X atoms. Significant excess charge accumulates at the X atom only in FBN and ClBN and not in NaBN, MgBN and GaBN. Between adjacent X atoms the charge excess is low. The higher excess and depressed charge for FBN compared to ClBN seem to be related to the wider phonon frequency range. From this example, it can be expected that a higher ionicity of X makes the system more robust.
Charge excess regions appear on the line between adjacent X and B A atoms, and the region is closer to the X atoms for systems with larger electronegativity of X: FBN, ClBN, GaBN, MgBN and NaBN. Further, as shown in these figures, significant excess charge appears above the opposite side of the B A atom in the pseudoplane defined by the B atom and three adjacent nearest-neighbour N atoms in NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN. The resulting significant charge transfer causes ionic bonds between X and B A . For these cases, a region of depressed charge exists between the X and BN K 4 type frame. The charge differences between the X and N A atoms do not show much excess for NaBN, MgBN and GaBN, and are depressed for FBN and ClBN.
The charge accumulations in the region of the σ-type orbitals between adjacent B and N atoms are depressed for NaBN, MgBN and GaBN but in excess around the region close to the N atom for FBN and ClBN. However, features of the π-type bonds between adjacent B and N atoms are strengthened in NaBN, MgBN and GaBN, whereas these bonds are not found in FBN and ClBN. A correlation exists between the values of the dihedral angle ∠ B-N-B-N and the π bonds.
The nature of the bonds is also investigated using the electronic localization function(ELF). Figs. 7(f) and (g) show the isosurface (0.8 [-] ) and the contour. The ELF distributions of BN, NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN have some similarities despite of being significantly different. The ELF accumulates distinctively around for Ga, F and Cl atoms but not so much for the Na and Mg atoms in XBNs. First, let us note the distribution between the X atom and adjacent B A and N A atoms. A region of significant ELF concentration appears between adjacent X and B A atoms for NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN. Between adjacent X and N A atoms, a region of concentrated ELF appears more closer to N A in NaBN, MgBN and GaBN and more closer to X in FBN and ClBN. Between adjacent B and N atoms, features of the weakened σ and strengthened π character appear for NaBN, MgBN and GaBN as expected in XC 2 systems 7 , whereas only the σ character appears for FBN and ClBN.
Valence electron donation from X to B A in NaBN, MgBN and GaBN and from B A to X in FBN and ClBN result in different types of ionic bonds between them. The difference seems to originate mainly from the number of outermost valence electrons and the order of electronegativity in X. Let us discuss the reason for the instability and stability of the BN and XBN systems. In the BN K 4 crystal, the incomplete π bonds make the structure thermally unstable as in the C K 4 crystal. The thermal stability of NaBN and MgBN can be attributed to the same reason as that of NaC 2 and MgC 2 7 . Valence electrons are donated from Na or Mg to the BN K 4 type frame. In the K 4 type frame, polarized bonds between adjacent B and N atoms are changed to strengthen the π bonds and weaken the σ-type bonds. The crystal structures become stable for the formation of these π bonds. Unlike NaBN and MgBN, KBN and CaBN are thermally unstable. The difference can also be attributed to the amount of space occupied by the dopant X in XBN.
The thermal stability of GaBN can be understood by comparing it with other systems. The instability of the subsequent crystal AlBN is believed to originate from the stronger electronegativity of Al compared to Na and Mg. In AlBN, ∠ B-N-B-N is very small for the strong repulsion of B A by adjacent X. The loss of the bonding balance puts the structure on the saddle with highly degenerated negative curvature on the potential surface. Ga is less electronegative than Al, which results in less B A repulsion. The larger occupied space of Ga in GaBN compared with that of Al in AlBN is attributed to the greater amount of electrons in the inner core of Ga than in Al. These differences seem to retain the K 4 type frame structure in GaBN and make the ∠ B-N-B-N value the same as that of MgBN. The system seems to be stabilized by not only the π-type bonds between adjacent B and N atoms but also the Ga-N A bonds. Note that the large d X-B A value of GaBN compared with d X-N A which is as same as that of d X-C A of GaC 2 7 . In FBN and ClBN, the F and Cl distinctively attract B A and repel N A atoms. This is due to the strong electronegativity of X, which attracts the valence electrons of neighbour B A , this results in the closing of the X atom's electronic shell. The F atom attracts electrons more than the Cl atom because of its larger electronegativity, and this results in smaller d X-B A and larger ∠ B-N-B-N in FBN. Between adjacent B and N atoms, although π bonds do not form, the σ bonds are strengthened. In FBN and ClBN, the X-B A bonds and σ bonds between adjacent B and N atoms probably stabilize the crystal structures.
The stabilization of the atomic intercalated BN K 4 crystals can be explained by the delicate balance of the bonding. Discriminative stability seems to be realized by the proper atomic radii of X, although the interpretation of thermal stability of the crystal structure is more difficult than in the case of XC 2 systems. Future accumulation of knowledge will elucidate the stability of these systems. Figure 8 shows X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the fully optimized crystal structure of the BN, NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN. Monochromatic radiation with wave length 1.541Å is assumed in these calculations. As shown in this figure, the compounds have specific XRD peaks at larger 2θ than pure BN crystals. Figure 9 shows the electron band structures, DOS, and local DOS of valence electrons for the atoms composing the K 4 type frame and the intercalated atoms in the fully optimized BN, NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN crystals. From the bottom energy levels to the upper levels, the angular momentum for the electronic states changes successively in the order of s, p and d character, although every component appears in most of the states. From the bottom energy levels to those around the Fermi level, the band structures are similar in these crystals. NaBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN K 4 crystals are metallic, whereas MgBN is semiconducting.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
The stability of atomic intercalated boron nitride K 4 type crystals, XBN (X=H, Li, Be, B, C, N, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ga, Ge, As, Se, Br, Rb and Sr), are evaluated using geometric optimization and frozen phonon analysis based on first principles calculations. The phonon calculations show that NaBN, MgBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN are stable. NaBN, GaBN, FBN and ClBN are metallic while MgBN is semi-conducting.
V. APPENDIX
The values presented in Figures 3 and 4 are listed in Table I 
